Feminisms Beyond the Secular
Emerging Epistemologies and Politics in the 21st Century

Panel Topics

- What's Religion Got to Do With it? Gender, Sexuality and Techniques of Sacralizing/Secularizing Difference
- Always the Exception? Islam, Gender and the Politics of Secularism
- Democratic Desires in a Secular Age, Global Politics, Nationalism, and the Promise/Peril of Religion
- Spirituality and Materiality, Putting Bodies, Minds, and Spirits Together
- Righteous Text. Religion, Performance & Visual Culture
- Advancing a Feminist Agenda Across the Religious/Secular Divide. Reports on Activism and Theory

A Livestream Presentation

- The Future of Black Feminisms
  An open dialogue featuring,
  Britney Cooper, Assistant Professor, Women's and Gender Studies and Africana Studies, Rutgers University
  Treva Lindsey, Assistant Professor, Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies, Ohio State University
  Joan Morgan, Writer, Cultural Critic, New York University
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